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Tainter oj tfie
Many art critics consider John Hilton the foremost painter of desert scenes
of the West. His oils are hung in galleries throughout the United States and
are constantly in demand. Desert Magazine has a limited supply of prints of
his painting entitled "Contrasts" showing sand dunes covered with desert
wildflowers and the Santa Rosa Mountains in the background.
This beautiful four-color print is 11x17 inches on high quality mat paper
with two-inch margins, ideal for framing. Available to Desert Magazine
readers, mailed rolled, in a tube, for only $3.00, including tax and postage.
Send check to DESERT, Contrasts, Box 1318, Palm Desert, Calif. 92260.
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A ghost town in the Funeral Mountains in California. Photo by George Service, Palm Desert, Calif.
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OUR HISTORIC DESERT, The Story of the
Anza-Borrego State Park. Text by Diana
I indsay, Edited by Richard Pourade. The largest
Mite park in the United States, this book
presents a concise and cogent history of the
things which have made this desert unique. The
iuilhor details the geologic beginning and traces
the history from Juan Bautista de Anza and
(uly-day settlers, through to the existence
loday of the huge park. Hardcover, 144 pages,
I" .lutifully illustrated, $9.50.
FLOWERS OF THE CANYON COUNTRY by
Stanley L. Welsh, text; and Bill Ratcliffe, photouraphs. Brigham Young University Press. Two
piofessionals have united their talents to present
in informative, scholarly and artistic promotion
ol the beauty found in flowers and plants of vast
irgions of the Southwest. Paperback, 51 pages,
1. '.95.
A FIELD GUIDE TO INSECTS of America North
ol Mexico by Donald J. Borror and Richard E.
White. This is the most comprehensive, authoril.itive and up-to-date guide to North America in'ircts ever published. It covers 579 families of insects and has more than 1300 line drawings and
I 12 color plates. Hardcover, 372 pages, gloslary, references, $5.95.

BOOKS O
THE GREAT AMERICAN WEST by James D.
Horan. With over 650 illustrations, many in full
color, this is the full western story from the days
of the conquistadores to the 20th Century. Many
rare photos never published before. Large 9x12
format, hardcover, 288 pages, originally published at $10.00, now only $4.95.
FROSTY, A Raccoon to Remember by Harriett
E. Weaver. The only uniformed woman on California's State Park Ranger crews for 20 years,
Harriett Weaver shares her hilarious and
heart-warming experiences of being a "mother"
to an orphaned baby raccoon. A delightful book
for all ages. Illustrated with line-drawings by
Jennifer O. Dewey, hard cover, 156 pages, $5.95
DICTIONARY OF PREHISTORIC INDIAN ARTIFACTS OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST
by Franklin Barnett. A highly informative book
that both illustrates and describes Indian artifacts of the Southwest, it is a valuable guide for
the person interested in archaeology and anthropology. Includes 250 major types of artifacts.
Each item has a photo and definition. Paperback, 130 pages, beautifully illustrated, $7.95.

THE DESERT IS YOURS by Erie Stanley Gardner. This is the late author's fifth book written
on the desert but the first that is devoted to the
western desert of the United States. With parties of hunters and companions, he proves to be
the true adventurer, combing the vast reaches of
trackless land, and shows how the good outweighs the bad in the perils of the desert. Hardcover, well illustrated, 256 pages, $7.50.
DEATH VALLEY GHOST TOWNS by Stanley
Paher. Death Valley, today a National Monument, has in its environs the ghostly remains of
many mines and mining towns. The author has
also written of ghost towns in Nevada and Arizona and knows how to blend a brief outline of
each of Death Valley's ghost towns with historic
photos. For sheer drama, fact or fiction, it produces an enticing package for ghost town buffs.
Paperback, illus., 9x12 format, 48 pages, $1.95.
EARTHQUAKE COUNTRY by Robert lacopi.
Published by Sunset Books, this well illustrated
book separates fact from fiction and shows
where faults are located, what to do in the event
of an earthquake, past history and what to expect in the future. Large format, slick paperback, 160 pages, $2.95.
DESERT, The American Southwest by Ruth
Kirk. Combining her knowledge of the physical
characteristics of the land, and man's relation to
the desert from the prehistoric past to the probable future, with her photographer's eye and her
enthusiasm fora strange and beautiful country,
the result of Ruth Kirk's work is an extraordinarily perceptive'account of the living desert. Highly recommended. Hardcover, beautifully illustrated, 334 pages, $10.00.

FANTASIES OF GOLD by E. B. Sayles. During
his search for archeological finds for more than
in years, the author was exposed to the rumors
md legends of lost gold and treasures. After his
ii'tirement as curator of the Arizona State Mu>
i urn, he classified and delved into these still
unsolved mysteries. An interesting and informative book on lost bonanzas and legends, many of
which have never been published. Hardcover,
wall illustrated, 135 pages, $6.50.

OLD MINES AND GHOST CAMPS OF CALIFORNIA, compiled by A. Ekman, I. H. Parker,
W. H. Storms, H. W. Penniman and M. E. Dittmar. A lot of informative reading takes you
county by county through the vast mining areas
of the Mother Lode and adjoining rich properties. Paperback, photos, 144 pages, $3.50.

I HE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS by the Editors of
Sunset Books. A beautifully written history of
California's 21 missions. One can feel, as he
mads, the ferver of the padres as they gathered
materials to build their churches, and an insight
into history develops as the authors tell in simple
piosewhat was going on in the world at the same
lime. 300 pages, complete with artful sketches
.111d photographs, and paintings in color, hard• over, large format, $12.75.
NEVADA GHOST TOWNS AND MINING
CAMPS by Stanley W. Paher. Covering all of Nev ida's 17 counties, Paher has documented 575
mining camps, many of which have been erased
dom the earth. The book contains the greatest
and most complete collection of historic photomaphs of Nevada ever published. This, coupled
with his excellent writing and map, creates a book
MI lasting value. Large 9x11 format, 700 photoinaphs, hardcover, 492 pages, $15.00.
/

OUTDOOR SURVIVAL SKILLS by Larry Dean
Olsen. This book had to be lived before it could
be written. The author's mastery of primitive
skills has made him confident that survival living
need not be an ordeal once a person has learned
to adjust. Chapters deal with building shelters,
making fires, finding water, use of plants for
food and medication. Buckram cover, well-illustrated, 188 pages, revised edition boasts of 96 4color photos added. $2.95.
PONDEROSA COUNTRY by Stanley W. Paher.
A scenic and historic guide to Reno and vicinity,
the author tells in words and pictures the many
scenic byways and colorful country to be found
within an hour or two of downtown "Casino
Row." Various tours are outlined and a final
chapter is devoted to a pictorial history of Reno.
Paperback, 48 pages, 9x12 format, $1.95.

GOLD RUSH ALBUM, Editor in Chief Joseph
Henry Jackson. 352 authentic first-hand pictures
with text. The complete story of the most exciting
treasure-hunt in history when some 200,000 persons sought gold in California. Originally published at $10.00. New, complete edition only
$3.95.
BICYCLE TRAILS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA by David Kurk and Robert Miller. Sixtynine trails, including sidetrips, ranging from
three to fifty miles in both rural and urban areas.
Illustrated, maps, terrain description, paperback, 128 pages, $1.95.

PADRE ISLAND [Treasure Kingdom of the
World] by William Mahan. At the age of 13 the
author had done research on lost treasure and
completed a scrapbook on the subject. In later
years, he discovered "Padre Island" off the
coast of his home state of Texas. Bill Mahan is
ROCK DRAWINGS OF THE COSO RANGE by well qualified for his work having made countCampbell Grant, James Baird and J. Kenneth > less trips to Padre where he relates in historical
Pringle. A Maturango Museum publication, this detail of lost treasures, shipwrecks and savage
books tells of sites of rock art in the Coso Range Indian tribes. If you are a historian or treasure
which, at 4000 feet, merges with the flatlands of hunter, you'll " d i g " this adventurous accountthe northern Mojave Desert. Paperback, illus- ing. Hardcover, illus., maps, translations of
trated, detailed drawings, maps, 144 pages, Fray Marcos de Mena from Spanish to English,
139 pages, $6.95.
$3.95.
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BOTTLE COLLECTOR'S HANDBOOK by John
T. Yount. Contains a listing of 1850 bottles and
their market value (including the prized Jim
Beams), where to sell and buy, identifications,
etc. Although contains few illustrations, it has
more listings than any other bottle book. Paperback, 89 pages, $3.95.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE HANDBOOK by James
T. Crow and Cameron Warren. Packed into this
volume is material gathered from actual experience and presented in a detailed manner so it
can easily be followed and understood. Highly
recommended for anyone interested in back
country driving. Paper, illus., 96 pages, $3.95.

DESERT GARDENING by the Editors of Sunset
Books. A "how to" book on what is different
about gardening in the desert. A thorough and
helpful book, it covers areas of Arizona's High
Desert, High Desert of New Mexico and Texas,
California's Medium to High Desert, Arizona's
Intermediate Desert and Low Desert of California and Arizona. Paperback, illus., 96 pages,
$1.95.
MINES OF THE HIGH DESERT by Donald
Dean Miller. Describes life at the New Dale, Virginia Dale, Supply and other early mines of the
high desert country around Joshua Tree National Monument in California. Photos and map. Paperback, $1.95.

THE WEEKEND GOLD MINER by A. H. Ryan.
An electronic physicist "bitten by the gold
bug," the author has written a concise and
informative book for amateur prospectors telling
where and how gold is found and how it is separated and tested, all based on his own practical
experience. Paperback, 40 pages, $1.50.

NEVADA LOST MINES AND HIDDEN TREASURES* compiled by Dave Basso. The Second
Edition is updated with photographs and a new
look. Portions of U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps are provided to give the reader an
idea of the general locale in which the specific
story is centered. Paperback, 71 pages, $2.50.

THE WEEKEND TREASURE HUNTER by A.
H. Ryan. A companion book to his Weekend
Gold Miner, this volume is also concise and
packed with information on what to look for and
what to do with your treasure after you have
found it. Subjects range from Beach Combing to
Sunken Treasures, Paperback, 76 pages, $1.95.

NEW MEXICO PLACE NAMES edited by T. M.
Pearce. Lists and gives a concise history of the
places, towns, former sites, mountains, mesas,
rivers, etc., in New Mexico, including those settled by the early Spaniards. Good for treasure
hunters, bottle collectors and history buffs. Paperback, 187 pages with more than 5000 names,
$2.45.

FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN UIRDS by Roger
Tory Peterson. The standard book for field identification sponsored by the National Audubon
Society. 2nd edition, enlarged with new section
on Hawaiian birds. 658 in full color. Hardcover,
$5.95.

RELICS OF THE REDMAN by Marvin & Helen
Davis. Relics can be valuable! Those dating back
to Indian history in our land a'e becoming almost priceless. How to search for these "hard to
find" Indian relics, where to search and at what
time of the year, and types of tools needed, are
among the many helpful suggestions given.
Large format, many color and b/w illustrations,
a striking cover. Paperback, 63 pages, $3:95.
ROCKS AND MINERALS OF CALIFORNIA
compiled by Vinson Brown, David Allan and
James Stark. This third revised edition will save
you hours of time by the description and pictures
of rocks and minerals found in this state. Color
pictures with clearly developed keys show you
how to identify what you have found and gives
you the fine tools to increase your ability as a
field collector. Paperback, well illustrated with
photos, locality maps, charts and quadrangle
map information. 200 pages, $3.95.
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HAPPY WANDERER TRIPS by Slim Barnard.
Well-known TV stars, Henrietta and Slim Barnard have put together a selection of their trips
throughout the West from their Happy Wanderer travel shows. Books have excellent maps, history, cost of lodging, meals, etc. Perfect for families planning weekends. Both books are large
format, heavy paperback, 150 pages each and
$2.95 each. Volume One covers California and
Volume Two Arizona, Nevada and Mexico.
WHEN ORDERING STATE WHICH VOLUME.
SOUTHWEST INDIAN CRAFT ARTS by Clara
Lee Tanner. One of the best books on the subject, covering all phases of the culture of the Indians of the Southwest. Authentic in every way.
Color and black and white illustrations, line
drawings. Hardcover, 205 pages, $15.00.
TURQUOIS by Joseph E. Pogue. [Memoirs of the
National Academy of Sciences]. First printed in
1915, Turquois has in its third printing (1973)
been updated in many ways. Among them are
listed currently-operated Turquois mines, more
color plates. The book is full of incredible results
of research and an in-depth study of this fascinating mineral of superficial origin. Hardcover, 175
pages, beautifully illustrated, $15.00.

PLANTS USED IN BASKETRY BY THE CALIFORNIA INDIANS by Ruth Earl Merrill. Seventy-odd plant species, their uses and combined
uses, limitations, patterns, waterproofing, etc.,
are all brought into focus in an easily-read presentation. Appendix lists basket materials according to part, use and Tribe. Paperback, 25
pages, $2.00.
DUTCH OVEN COOKBOOK by Don Holm.
Wildlife editor of the Portland Oregonian, the
author has spent his life exploring and writing
about the outdoors, so his recipes for preparing
food in a Dutch Oven come from experience. If
you haven't had food cooked in a Dutch Oven,
you haven't lived—and if you have, you will find
these recipes new and exciting culinary adventures— as well as his tyle of writing. Heavy paperback, 106 pages, $3.95.
ANASAZI: Ancient People of the Rock, photographs by David Muench, text by Donald G.
Pike. This outstanding, moving publication
gives the reader the unique opportunity to see
and understand the Anasazi civilization that
existed some 2,000 years ago. Blending with
David Muench's suberb photography, historian
Donald Pike provides a fascinating text. Hardcover, profusely illustrated with color and black
and white photos, 192 pages, $16.95 until Dec.
31, 1974, then $18.95.
GOLDROCK Facts and Folktales by Iva L. Gelsinger. The author describes this site on the
California Desert giving brief, but interesting recounts of the facts and legends of the ghost
towns, lost mines and personalities of the Goldrock area. Paperback, 65 pages, illus., $2.25.

LAS VEGAS [As It Began—As It Grew] by Stanley W. Paher. Here is the first general history of
early Las Vegas ever to be published. The author
was born and raised there in what, to many is
considered a town synonymous with lavish gambling and unabashed night life. Newcomers to
the area, and even natives themselves, will be
surprised by the facts they did not know about
their town. Western Americana book lovers will
appreciate the usefulness of this book. You don't
have to gamble on this one! Hardcover, large
format, loaded with historical photos, 180 pages,
$10.95.
A LIGHT-HEARTED LOOK AT THE DESERT
by Chuck Waggin. A delightfully written and illustrated book on desert animals which will be
appreciated by both children and adults. The
sketches are excellent and, although factual,
descriptions make the animals seem like human
beings. Large format, heavy quality paper, 94
pages, $1.95.

